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Diagnosed with a
frightening form
of childhood cancer,
little Brandon
Connor endured

two years of endless
tests. Then one day
everythitlg changed.
by Michele Marill

s she gazed around the waiting room'
at San Francisco Children's Hospital, Kristin Connor felt frozen with fear.
A girl hobbled by with a walker and an oxygen tank, and a haggard-looking
couple came in, having spent hours with their infant in intensive care. Kristin's
two-year-old son, Brandon, was scheduled to undergo surgery at this very
same hospital in only two days' time.
Brandon actually seemed to be the picture of health, with his tousled red
hair, blue eyes, and boundless energy. Yet he'd been born with a tumor on
his spine and was facing a procedure that could leave him with a permanent
impairment-anything
from a limp to paralysis.
Kristin, an attorney, and her husband, Mike, a court administrator, had
been delaying this moment for a long time. Doctors had told them that the
tumor was a potentially aggressive form of childhood cancer known as neuroblastoma; they also said it could disappear without medical intervention.
But it hadn't. Instead, the tumor had extended into Brandon's spinal canal,
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news and
said Brandon's doctor: "Which do
and the specialists feared that even a tiny bit of
growth could put pressure on the spinal cord. To
get a definitive answer, Kristin and Mike left
their other son, five-year-old Ryan, at home in
Atlanta with his grandparents and took Brandon
to San Francisco-where, Kristin was told, the neuroblastoma specialists were the best in the country.
One night at the hospital, the three of them
were having dinner in the cafeteria. As Kristin
ate, tears streamed down her face. "Mommy, why
are you crying?" Brandon asked. Bur Kristin
couldn't answer.
Kristin had been fighting for Brandon from the
beginning. Originally, she'd been pregnant with
twins; she had lost one and then went on bed rest
and medication to keep the other.
By the time Kristin reached her eighth month,
she'd had so many ultrasounds that she didn't

Kristin and Brandon
share some precious
together time
with Dad and big
brother Ryan.

worry, at first, when her obstetrician ordered yet another so that he could take a closer look at sometrung. But when that doctor sent her to a specialist
for still another test, Kristin grew panicky. During
the second ultrasound, the technician scanned and
scanned, left the room, came back in, and scanned
some more. "What is it? What do you see?" she
asked. The technician didn't say a word, but later
the doctor said that she had detected a marble-size
growth lodged on the baby's spine. "1 had no idea
that babies who were not even born could have
malignant tumors,'l Kristin says now.
Soon after Kristin gave birth, the seemingly
endless cycle of tests on Brandon began. He had
five MRls in his first year. Each time he underwent general anesthesia, his mother would cry as
the nurses stuck him over and over while trying
to attach an IV to his tiny veins. When he became old enough to talk, he would
scream, "No more ouchies."
Just after Brandon turned one,
Kristin and Mike were told that the
tumor had shrunk considerably. They
were jubilant. Then they learned that
the latest test had been misread. The
tumor hadn't changed after all.
By the time Brandon was two, doctors knew little more about his cancer
than they had before his birth. That left
his parents with a terrible choice. A
biopsy, they knew, would help determine if the tumor might grow-but the
procedure was also likely to cause some
spinal damage. If they continued to do
notrung and the tumor grew or shifted, it could compress Brandon's spinal
cord and cause paralysis. Worse, if the
cancer went unchecked, it could spread
and possibly kill Brandon. When
Brandon suddenly developed an unexplained fever
and abdominal pains, Kristin and Mike worried that
the tumor was to blame. They felt they had to act.
Shortly befote his scheduled surgery in San Francisco, Brandon had a final MRI. His neurosurgeon,

some bad ews,"
you want fir ?"
Nalin Gupta, M.D., wanted a clear picture to use
as a guide when he performed the biopsy. Two
hours later, Brandon came out of the anesthesiasquirmy, cranky, and hungry. He and his parents
then waited three and a half hours to see the doctor and get the results. Brandon was scooping
up the plastic reptiles he had scattered on the
exam-room floor when Dr. Gupta finally walked
in with a quizzical smile on his face.
"I have some good news and some bad news.
Which do you want first?" he asked. Kristin and
Mike looked at each other nervously. "The good
news," snapped Kristin.
"OK. It's gone. The tumor's gone," said the
doctor. "The bad news is that you came all the
way to San Francisco for an MRI."

hat? For a moment, Kristin
and Mike were speechless, almost disbelieving.
Dr. Gupta showed them the scans. The tumor was
clearly visible on each of the previous MRIs, including one taken just three months earlier. Then
Dr. Gupta showed them that morning's test. The
tumor had vanished. Kristin called her parents in
Atlanta. "Do you believe in miracles?" she asked.
Neuroblastoma
accounts for approximately
650 or about 5 percent of the cancer cases diagnosed in children under age 20 each year. But it
is the form mostly likely to occur in infants, and
it is often deadly in children one year and older.
How did Brandon's tumor suddenly disappear?
Tumors are essentially our-of-control cell growths.
But the cells also contain a program for their own
death. "It's possible that all of the cells in his tumor just reached a point where they tripped this

Brandon today: a happy and healthy twoyear-old with a bit of a mischievous streak
mechanism. It caused them to die," explains Jed
Nuchtern, M.D., an associate professor of surgery
at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, who is
researching neuroblastoma in infants.
Doctors think it's unlikely that Brandon's tumor will return. For Kristin, however, that fear is
always in the back of her mind. When Brandon
came down with a fever and leg pain months after the trip to San Francisco, h~s mom imagined
the worst. But it turned out to be only a virus.
At first, Kristin felt guilty that her child was instantly well while so many others she had encountered were dying. "The world of childhood
cancer is a dark one," she says.
Then Kristin realized that her unusual experience gave her a chance to do some good. Last
year, she worked with pitcher Tom Glavine to
create a Major League Baseball program that
raises money for charities such as CureSearch
National Childhood Cancer Foundation. And
Kristin recently took an indefinite leave of absence from her job to become director of business
and community development at CureSearch.
Now she is adjusting to the reality of raising two
normal boys. One day, not long ago, Brandon
wheedled his mom into giving him chocolate. "One
piece!" she said. She just laughed when he swiftly
grabbed two. "When you thought your child might
die," she says, "two chocolates are no big deal." -

